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For the purposes of this Law, unless the context is otherwise,–(1) the claim for the transmission has the same meaning as provided for in Article 3 of the Property Transfer Act 1882;(2) the delivery address is the address of the recipient of the goods or services, or both, indicated on the tax invoice issued by a person for the supply of such goods or services, or both;(3) the address on the record is the
address of the recipient indicated on the tax invoice issued by the person for the supply of such goods or services whether both;(3) the address on the record is the address of the recipient specified in the entries. (4) The body to be heard is any authority appointed or empowered to take any order or decision pursuant to this Law, but does not include the Central Council for Indirect Taxation and Customs
Enforcement,2 The Review Body, the Authority for Preliminary Ruling, the Appellate Body, (3)The National Appeal Authority for the preliminary ruling, the Appellate Body, the Court of Appeal and the body referred to in Article 171(5), the representative, shall be the person which is the body of appeal. , including factor, broker, commission agent, arhatia, del credere agent, auctioneer or any other sales
representative, irrespective of the name of the supply or receipt of the goods or on behalf of both;6)the total turnover is the total value of all taxable supplies (except the value of the internal supply for which the person is liable to tax on the basis of the reverse charge) to exempt supplies, exports of goods or services, or both and international supplies to persons with the same permanent account number to
be calculated on the basis of the whole of India, but not including central tax, national tax, Union territory tax, integrated tax and cess;7) agroculturist means a private individual or Hindu undivided family who undertakes to grow land — (a) through their work, or (b) family members; , or (c) staff receiving salaries in cash or in kind or contracted labour under personal supervision, or any mother of the family(8)
the Appellate body being the body designated or empowered to hear appeals as referred to in Section 10. (9) The Court of Appeal is the Court of Appeal of Goods and Services, established under Article 109;(10) the date designated is the day, in which the provisions of this Act enter into force;(11) the assessment of the determination of tax liability under this Act and include self-assessment, re-evaluation,
preliminary assessment, summary assessment and best valuation;(12) associated companies have the same meaning as it is assigned to Section 92A of the Income Tax Act 1961;(13) the audit is an accounting , verification of the marks and other documents retained or submitted by the registered person in accordance with this Law or regulations laid down in accordance with this Act or under them at the
time of entry into force, in order to verify the correctness of the declared turnover, the taxes paid, the taxes claimed and the taxes previously paid, and to assess his compliance with the provisions of this Act or its authorised bank bank is a government-mandated bank or branch of a bank for the purposes of collecting the tax or any other amount payable under this Act;(15) the authorised representative is
the representative referred to in Section 116;(16) the Council is the Central Council for Excise and Customs established under the Central Revenue Council Act 1963;(17) the business includes any trade; trade, production, profession, invitation, adventure, betting or any other similar action, whether or not a financial benefit;(b) any activity or transaction relating to subparagraph (a)(;(c) or anc) of anc, or an
anc or transaction in accordance with subparagraph (a), whether or not the scope, frequency, continuity or regularity of such transactions; club, association, company or any such body (for subscription or any other consideration) for equipment or benefits for its members;(f) admission of persons for consideration in any premises;(g) services provided by a person as the office owner he has accepted in the
course of his or her book, profession or professions inclusive; the activities of a licensed book maker in such a club; and(i) any activity or transaction carried out by a central government, a state government or any municipality in which they are engaged as public authorities;(18) a business vertical is an indistinguishable part of an undertaking engaged in the supply of certain goods or services, or a group of
related goods or services which is exposed to risk and profit different from that of other vertical business goods. Explanation––This paragraph must take into account the factors to be taken into account when determining whether goods or services are linked, including–(a) the nature of the goods or services; (b) the type of production processes; (c) the type or class of customers of the goods or services; (d)
the methods used for the distribution of goods or the provision of services; and (e) the nature of the regulatory environment (where applicable), including in the banking, insurance or utilities sector; (19) capital goods means goods, the value of which is capitalised in the books of the person claiming the input tax credit and which are used or intended to be used in the course or furtherance of business;(20)
casual taxable person means a person who occasionally undertakes transactions supply involving goods of goods or services or both in the course or furtherance of business; , either as principal, agent or in another capacity, in a country or territory of the Union in which he has no fixed place of business;(21) the central tax is the central tax on goods and services levied in accordance with Section 9;22 cess
shall have the same meaning as it is assigned to goods The Services Tax (National Compensation for States) Act;(23) A chartered accountant is a chartered accountant as defined in Section 2 of the Chartered Accountants Act. Commissioner 1949;(24) the Commissioner is the Central Commissioner for Taxation, which includes the Chief Adviser on Central Taxation appointed in accordance with Section
3, and the Commissioner for Integrated Taxation appointed under the Law on Integrated Goods and Services Tax;(25) the Commissioner on the Board of Governors is the Commissioner referred to in Section 168;(26) the total portal is the common electronic portal for taxes on goods and services; , referred to in Section 146;(27) total working days for a country or territory of the Union, means days in a row
which have not been declared by the central government or the government of the territory of the Union concerned as gazetted holidays;(28) the secretary of the undertaking is the secretary of the undertaking as defined in Section 2(c)(1) of the Secret Companies of secret companies,1980(29) the competent authority of the authority which the government may notify;(30) a compound supply is a supply by a
taxable person to the recipient consisting of two or more taxable supplies of goods or services, or both, or a combination thereof, which are naturally combined and supplied together together in the ordinary course of business , one of which is the main offer;Illustration; Where goods are packaged and transported with insurance, the supply of goods, packaging materials, transport and insurance is a
compound supply and supply of goods as a principal offer;(31) the consideration in respect of the supply of goods or services, or both, includes, or includes, any payments made or to be made, whether in respect of money or otherwise in response to the supply of goods or services or the prompting of both either the recipient or any other person, but does not include any subsidies provided by the central
government or the government of the State;(b) the monetary value of any act or intolerance in respect of it in response to it or for the inducement of the supply of goods or services, or both, either by the recipient or by any other person, but shall not include any subsidy due to the central government or the national government: provided that a deposit made in respect of the supply of goods or services, or
both, is not considered to be a charge made for such supply, unless the supplier applies such a deposit as consideration for that supply;(32) the continuous supply of goods is the supply of goods; which is provided under the contract or has been agreed on a permanent or repeated basis under the contract, with or without wires, cables, pipelines or other pipelines, for which the supplier invoices the recipient
on a regular or periodic basis and includes the supply of such goods as the government may, under such conditions as it may notify, specify; , provided by be provided on a permanent or repeated basis under a contract for more than three months with periodic payment obligations and includes the provision of services such as those which the government may specify by means of a notification;(34) the
transfer includes a ship, aircraft and a vehicle;35 the accounting officer for costs is the accounting officer for costs as defined in Section 2(1)(b) of the Act on Costs and Building Accountants. , 1959.;( (36) The Council is the Tax Board for Goods and Services established under Article 279A of the Constitution;(37) a credit note is a document issued by a person pursuant to Section 34, subsection 1;(38) a
debit note is a document issued by a registered person in accordance with Section 34, Subsection 1;(38) debit note; document issued by a registered person in accordance with Article 34 (39) Exports are supplies of goods which may be notified in accordance with Section 147;(40) designated authority is the authority which may be notified by the Management Board;(41) the document contains a written or
printed record of any type and electronic recording as defined in Section 2(t) of the Information Technology Act, 2000;(42) refund for all Goods produced in India and exported means the tax, tax or cess rebate levied on imported raw materials or on any domestic raw materials or raw materials used in the production of such goods;(43) the electronic ledger is the electronic cash book referred to in
Subsection 1. (44) electronic commerce means the supply of goods or services, or both, including digital or electronic products;(45) the operator of an electronic commerce is any person who owns, manages or manages digital or electronic equipment or platforms for electronic commerce;(46) an electronic credit book is an electronic credit book referred to in Section 49, subsection 2;(47) the supply of any
goods or services is the supply of any goods or services or both that attracts a zero rate of duty, or which may be wholly exempt pursuant to Article 11 or Article 6 of the Integrated Goods and Services Tax Act and which involve a non-taxable supply;(48) the legislation in force is all the laws, notices, orders, rules or provisions relating to the collection and collection of the tax or tax on goods or services, both
of which have been passed or effected before the entry into force of this Act by Parliament or by any authority or person empowered to adopt such legislation, a notice, order, regulation or regulation;(49) family means–(i) the spouse and children of a person, and (ii) the parents, grandparents, siblings and sisters of a person, where they are wholly or mainly dependent on that person;(50) a fixed establishment
is a place (other than the registered place of business) characterised by a sufficient degree of being and an appropriate structure with regard to the human resources and technical resources for the provision of services; , or to receive a (51) The Foundation is the Consumer Welfare Fund established under Section 57;(52) the goods are the type of movable property other than money and securities, but
includes claims, crop crops, grass and goods relating to land or part of it, for which separable land has been agreed before the supply or under the supply contract;(53) the Central Government is the Central Government;(54) The Law on tax on goods and services (national compensation) is the Law on tax on goods and services (compensation to states) , 2017(55) the tax specialist for goods and services is
any person who, in accordance with (56) India is the territory of India referred to in Article 1 of the Constitution, its territorial waters, seabed and sub-fertile, which form the basis of such waters, the continental shelf, the exclusive economic zone or any other maritime zone as referred to in Article 1 of the Constitution, the Continental Shelf, the Exclusive Economic Zone and the Law on other maritime zones. ,
1976 and airspace above its territory and territorial waters;(57) The Law on Integrated Goods and Services Tax is 2017. (58) Integrated tax is an integrated tax on goods and services levied under the Integrated Goods and Services Tax Act of 1999;(59) the investment means all goods other than capital goods used or intended to be used by the supplier;(60) input service means any service used or
intended to be used by a Supplier in the course or furtherance of business;(61) Input Service Distributor means an office of the supplier of goods or services or both which receives tax invoices issued under section 31 towards the receipt of input services and issues a prescribed document for the purposes of distributing the credit of central tax , State tax, integrated tax or Union territory tax paid to the
supplier of taxable goods or services, or both, who have the same standing account number as the permanent account number of that institution;(62) the advance tax on a registered person is central tax, national tax, integrated tax or union territory tax levied on any supply of goods or services supplied to him, which includes: :(a) the integrated goods and services tax levied on imports of goods;(b) the tax
payable in accordance with Sections 9, subsections 3 and 4; or (e) tax payable under Subsections 7(3) and (4) of The Law on Taxes on Goods and Services of the Union; but excludes tax paid under the compositional levy;(63) the credit previously due is a credit for the tax previously paid;(64) the intra-national supply of goods has the same meaning as it is assigned to in Article 8 of the Integrated Law on
Goods and Services;(65) the supply of services within the country is the same as in Article 8 of the Integrated Law on Goods and Services;(65) the supply of services within the country is the same as the integrated intra-National Supply of Services Article 8 of the Law on economic and economic and social services is of the same meaning as it is conferred on it under Article 8 of the Integrated Law on
Goods and Services;(65) the supply of services within the country is the same as that of the conferred on it by Article 8 of the Integrated Law on Goods and Services;(65) the supply of services within the country is the same as in Article 8 of the Integrated Law on Goods and Services;(65) the supply of services within the country is the same as that conferred on it by Article 8 of the Integrated Law on Goods
and Services 8, The Law on Integrated Goods and Services Tax;(66) an invoice or tax invoice is a tax invoice referred to in Section 31;(67) an internal supply in respect of a person is the receipt of goods or services or both, acquired by acquisition or other means, with or without consideration;(68) work is any processing or process carried out by a person in respect of goods belonging to another registered
person and interprets the name of the worker accordingly;(69) local authority means-a-panchayat, as defined in Article 243(d) of the Constitution;(b)municipality as defined in Article 243P(e) of the Constitution;(c) municipal committee, Zilla Parishad, district council and any other body legally entitled to, or entrusted by the central government or any government of the State, for the control or management of
the municipality or local fund;(d) the Cantonese Council , as defined in Section 3 of the Canton of The Law; , 2006.; (e) the regional council or district council established in accordance with the sixth timetable of the Constitution;(f) the Council for Development established under Article 371 J of the Constitution; or (g) the regional council set up in accordance with Article 371A of the Constitution;(70) the place
of the recipient of the services shall be(a) if the supply is received at the place of establishment for which the registration was obtained, the location of such place of business;(b) if the supply is received at a place other than the place of establishment for which the registration has been obtained (fixed establishment elsewhere) the location of such a fixed establishment;c if the supply has been received by
more than one establishment , whether or not it is a place of business or an institution, the location of the institution most soaring in relation to receipt of the supply; and (d) in the absence of such places of residence, the place of residence of the beneficiary;(71) the provider is situated,(a) if the supply takes place from the place of establishment for which the registration was obtained; , whether it is a place
of business or an establishment institution which is the most attractive and related to the terms of delivery; and (d) in the absence of such sites, the place of normal residence of the supplier;(72) the production is the processing of raw materials or raw materials in any way resulting in a new product with a different name, character and use, and the term the manufacturer shall interpret accordingly;73) the
market value shall be the full amount to be paid by the recipient of the goods or services in order to obtain the goods or services, or both of a similar type, quality and of the at the same time and at the same level of trade where the recipient and supplier are not connected;(74) mixed supply means two or more individual supplies of goods or services, or any combination thereof, carried out together by the
taxable person at the same price, where such supply is not a compound supply. Illustration. Each of these items can be delivered separately and does not depend on anyone else. It is not a mixed delivery where these items are supplied separately;(75) money is an Indian legal tender or any foreign currency, cheque, bill of exchange, bill of exchange, letter of credit, letter of credit, project, payment order,
traveller's cheque, money transfer, postal or electronic transfer, or any other instrument recognised by the Reserve Bank of India, if used as consideration to settle liabilities or vomiting under a different name, but does not include any currency, but does not include any currency that is not a currency other than a currency not included in that currency. is held in the name of its numismatic value;(76) the motor
vehicle has the same meaning as it is assigned to it in Article 2(28) of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988; or both non-taxable services under this Law or under the Integrated Goods and Services Tax Act;(79) the non-taxable territory is a territory outside the taxable territory;(80) a notice is a notice published in the Official Journal and the expressions notified and communicated are to be interpreted accordingly;
(81) another territory includes territories other than the territory , which are a state and territories referred to in Clause 114 (;(82) ;(82, output tax in respect of a taxable person— the tax levied under that law on the supply of goods or services carried out by him or his representative but not due on the basis of reverse charge;(83) the supply of export in respect of a taxable person is a supply of goods or
services, or both , sale, transfer, barter , exchange, licence, rental, lease or disposal or any other mode, made or agreed to be made by such person in the course or furtherance of business;(84) person includes—(a) an individual;(b) a Hindu Undivided Family;(c) a company;(d) a firm;(e) a Limited Liability Partnership;(f) an association of persons or a body of individuals , whether incorporated or not , in India
or outside India;(g) any corporation established by a central act, state law or provincial law or its activities, or a governmental enterprise as defined in Section 2(45) of the 2013 Business Act;(h) any a corporate company established in a country outside or under the law of India;(i) a cooperative society registered under any law relating to cooperative societies;(j) a municipality;(k) a central government or a
government of a state;(l) a company as defined in the Act on registration of the company of 1860;(m) trust; and (n) any artificial legal person not covered by any of the abovementioned persons;(85) the place of business includes the place of business from which he is normally established and includes a warehouse, removal or any other place where the taxable person stores his goods, supplies or receives
the goods or services, or both; or (b) the place where the taxable person carries out the accounting officer; and (c) the place where the taxable person is engaged in business through an agent, irrespective of his name;(86) the place of supply of services is the place of supply referred to in Chapter V of the Law on Taxes on Integrated Goods and Services;(87) determines, in accordance with this Law, the
recommendations of the Council;(88) the principal is the person on whose behalf the agent carries out the supply or receipt of goods or receipt of services; or both;(89) the principal place of business is the place of business indicated on the registration certificate as the principal place of business;(90) the principal supply is the supply of goods or services, which is a key element of the compound supply and
which has ancillary activity any other offer forming part of that compound supply;(91) the owner of any function to be performed under this Law is the Central Tax Commissioner or the Official , awarded by the Commissioner on the Management Board;(92) quarter is a period comprising three consecutive calendar months and ending on the last day of March, June, September and December of the calendar
year;(93) the recipient of the supply of goods or services or both, (a) where the supply of goods or services or both is subject to payment of a consideration for the supply of goods or services; ( b) where the supply of goods is not subject to payment of a consideration, the person to whom the goods are delivered or made available, or to whom the goods are held or made available; and (c) where no
remuneration is payable for the provision of the service, the person to whom the service is provided and any reference to the person to whom the service is provided shall be understood as a reference to the recipient of the service and shall include a representative acting as such on behalf of the consignee in relation to the goods or services, or both;(94) the person established in accordance with Section
25; but does not include a person with a unique identification number;(95) the provisions are the provisions adopted by the Council in accordance with this Law on Council recommendations;(96) exportation of goods, means(a) the dispatch of goods for delivery by its supplier or by any other person acting on the protection of the rights of the supplier or (b) the collection of goods by the consignee or by any
other person acting on behalf of such consignee;(97) return means any declaration required or otherwise required to be lodged by or in accordance with this Law or under the terms made by them; (98) Reverse charge is an obligation to pay tax from the recipient of the supply of goods or services or to the supplier of both such goods or services, or both in accordance with Subsection 3 or Subsection 4.
section 9, or subsection 3 or 4 of Section 5 of the Law on Taxes on Integrated Goods and Services;(99) Review authority is the body designated or empowered to review a decision or orders as referred to in Section 1.08;(100) The schedule is the schedule annexed to this Act;(101) securities have the same meaning as it is assigned to it in Section 2(h) of the Securities Contracts (Regulations) Act. ,
1956(102)services are anything other than goods, money and securities, but includes activities involving the use of money or conversion into cash or any other form, currency or denomination, for which a separate remuneration is charged;*Explanation.- For the purpose of removing doubts, it is clarified that expression services include facilitating or organising securities transactions;. (103) A state includes
the territory of the Union with the legislator;(104) A national tax is a tax levied under any Law on national taxes on goods and services;(105) the supplier, in respect of all or both of the goods or services, is a person supplying the goods or services in question, or both, and includes a representative acting as such on behalf of such supplier in respect of goods or services whether both were delivered;(106) the
tax period is the period for which the declaration is to be made;(107) taxable person means a person who is registered or liable for having registered under Section 22 or 24;(108) taxable supply means the supply of goods or services or both taxable under that law;(109) the taxable territory is the territory , subject to the provisions of this Law;(110) a telecommunications service means any described service
(including electronic mail), voice mail, data services, audio text services, video text services, radio paging and mobile phone services) made available to users by means of any form of transmission or reception by wire, radio, visual or other electromagnetic means of signals, signals, articles, articles, images and sounds or intelligence;(111) The Law on the Tax on National Goods and Services is the relevant
Law on goods and services tax , 2017 ;( (112) National or turnover within the Union is the total value of all taxable supplies (except for the value of intra-community supplies for which a person is liable to tax on the basis of tax-exempt supplies by a taxable person within the country or within the Union, the export of goods services or both countries in the supply of goods or services, or both supplies from a
country or territory of the Union, but not including central tax, National tax, union territory tax, integrated tax and cess;(113) habitually residing within the meaning of the place where he normally resides in the case of a natural person;(b) in other cases, the place where the person is established or otherwise legally established;(114) the territory of the Union is the territory of andaman; and the Nicobar
Islands;b Lakshadweep;(c) Dadra and Nagar Haveli;5 (c) Dadra and Nagar Haveli and Daman and Diu;(d) Daman and Diu;6 d Ladakh;(e) Chandigarh; and (f) another territory. (115) For the purposes of this Act, each of the territories referred to in points (a) to (f) shall be regarded as a separate territory of the Union;(115) The tax on the territory of the Union is a tax on goods and services within the territory
of the Union levied in accordance with Union law on the tax on goods and services;(116) The Union act on goods and services taxes is an act of the Union on goods and services. , 2017;(117) a valid declaration is a declaration submitted in accordance with Section 39, Subsection 1, for which the self-assessment tax has been paid in full;(118) a coupon is an instrument in which it is required to accept it as a
consideration or part of the consideration for the supply of goods or services, or both, and where the goods or services to be supplied or the identity of their potential suppliers are indicated in the instrument itself or in the related documentation. , including the terms and conditions for the use of such an instrument;(119) a works contract is a building contract, construction, manufacture, completion,
installation, equipment, improvement, repair, repair, maintenance, renovation, modification or transfer to any immovable property in which the transfer of property (as goods or in any other way) is involved in the performance of such a contract;(120) words and expressions used and not defined in this Act but not defined in the Integrated Goods and Services Tax Act , the Union Law on Goods and Services
Tax and the Law on Goods and Services (Compensating States) shall have the same meaning as are assigned to them under that law;(121) any reference in this Act to a law not in force in the States of Jammu and Kashmir shall be conse treated as a reference to that state, if any, in that State.4 State.4
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